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"The big problems are where people don't realize they have
one in the first place.
- W. Edwards Deming
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Cool product...
but why should 

I care?

However, I would often run into the most frustrating objection: "I want to think
about it.” Ugh! In the sales world, we call this a "hidden objection." As a
salesperson, you must be able the handle all objections to make a sale. 

After six months of struggling, I convinced upper management we needed
marketing support. I was promoted to Marketing Manager and Content Writer.
Then I created the company's website, case studies, and webinar.

The day after launching the new site, I was contacted by the third-largest
public mass transit system in North America. The buyer wanted a free demo
and said my marketing materials had pre-sold them on our brand. Within a
few weeks, I closed the largest sale in the company's history.

The lesson is that buyers are overwhelmed with information when
considering their product options. The right information can help them buy
sooner and with less risk. Increasingly, it's the sellers who create content that
matters (not advertising), who win in the marketplace.

In 2005, I was a Sales and Marketing Manager for an innovative
technology start-up. My role was to sell products the old-
fashioned way: over the phone. After a tiring day of cold calling,
I'd hopefully find the right decision-maker and set up a meeting. 

What is Sales Enablement Content?
Definition
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A new theory from Psychiatrist and Writer Iain McGilchrist sheds
some light on the problem. 

His belief is that the job of our brain's left hemisphere is to focus on
catching dinner. And that the work of the right side of the brain is to
help us avoid becoming someone else’s dinner. So, it enables us to
manage risk. 

The challenge is that the left side of the brain dominates our actions.
This narrow-minded view of the world creates blind spots for your
buyers. 

Their right hemisphere may be strong at seeing the big picture, but
not at acting on its' conclusions. And our brains can't perform both
these functions at once. It's a catch-22 for selling your product.

How can you help your prospects shift their thinking to see what they
are missing out on before it's too late? Here's how.

Why Buyers Need Enablement

3

whAT happens if
we do nothing?

The hardest prospect to sell is the one who’s not aware
of their problem. These types of prospects need insights
to move the buying process forward. 

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Situation
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the gaps in your prospect's brain

When neurons are electrically stimulated, they send impulses through synapses
to nearby neurons. But it's only when dopamine is released that nerve cells get
excited and send signals. 

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that’s released when you anticipate a reward.
An example of a reward is a solution to a pressing business problem.

So, just promoting a product will not motivate anyone to buy anything.
Motivation is internal. If a prospect is not frustrated enough by their problem,
they'll never see a solution as much of a reward.  

Sales enablement content can illustrate the problem. It can paint a picture for
the left hemisphere so your buyers are motivated to think more deeply about
their need for a solution. So, what kind of picture should you paint?
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what are our
competitors doing?

It's no exaggeration to say that your sales are hampered by
gaps. Specifically, the gaps between the neurons in your
prospect's brain. Brain neurons are the most basic part of
the brain. You have 100 billion of them - more than the
number of stars in the universe. That’s a lot of gaps.

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Problem
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If there is no perceived need, then no dopamine is released and there
is no response. But by understanding your prospects better, you can
position your product in ways they like. And there may be many
rewards that appeal to them. 

In the mind of the business buyer, there is no difference between
business and personal rewards. Dopamine is released for any type of
reward.

When multiple rewarding memories are stimulated simultaneously, a
chain reaction of desire can be triggered. And as neuroscientists say,
"neurons that fire together wire together."

Mixing personal rewards into your sales enablement content can add
fuel to their fire. Your prospects will be more motivated to read your
next blog or sign up for your newsletter.
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What Motivates Your Audience

what else 
could go wrong?

The reason many companies fail to attract customers is
that they don't create the expectation of a reward. If you
introduce your product to a buyer, they might nod their
head in agreement. But their synapses tell another story.

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Audience
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But they are cautious. They realize there are many things they must know
before they can safely make a purchase. 

Your challenge at this stage is to educate them on their options. At the same
time, you want to position your product as the go-to solution. But they will only
trust your advice if you are objective. So, you'll only want to suggest your
product as a solution when it’s in their best interest.

Creating memorable content is a key part of this. It takes repetition to create top-
of-mind awareness. Short-term memories last only 20-30 seconds. Your sales-
enabled content should be relevant, well-researched, organized, and well-
written.

But what questions are prospects asking? What information should your content
contain? And what will motivate them to start engaging?

6
from Problem to Purchase

Imagine your prospect is a bit further along their buying
journey. They are motivated to solve their problem and are
considering their options. 

what are the 
best practices?

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Alignment
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Why should I care?
What happens if we do nothing?
What are our competitors doing?
Who needs to be involved?
Can we fix this internally?

What else could go wrong?
What else does it affect?
What do we need to know?
What are the best practices?
What options do we have?
What’s our total cost of ownership?

Is now the right time to buy?
Why should I believe you?
How do we get everyone to agree?
What trade-offs can we agree to?
What will the future look like?

Early-stage Buyer Questions

Mid-stage Buyer Questions

Late-Stage Buyer Questions
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sales enablement questions

what options 
do I have?

Imagine you are your prospect. What questions would you
have about your own product? Here are some typical
questions buyers need to be answered before they'll buy.

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Engagement
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When our right hemisphere is unable to communicate what it sees, our left brain
happily exists in denial. Fortunately, persuasive writing can help you challenge
the status quo gap. It can give the left side of the brain a piece of logic it can't
ignore. And also an enticing reward. 

The second marketing gap occurs when your prospects don’t know what to do
next. Explanatory content can provide definitions, steps, and comparisons to
help them think through their options. 

Finally, B2B purchases can be costly and therefore risky. Prospects need an
example with proven results. So, how do you put these ideas into action?
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closing the gaps in your marketing

Need More Reasons to Buy

Wondering About Implications

Haven't Grasped the Problem

what's my total 
cost of ownership?

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Strategies
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ENLIGHTENMENT – requires a hypothesis (an argument)
By providing an argument, like how a lawyer would argue a case in
a court of law, you are giving prospects support for choosing your
type of solution. 

UNDERSTANDING – requires criteria (advice) 
You can eliminate any potential sales objections by giving
prospects the criteria they need to compare options. You especially
want to help them evaluate their return on investment.

REASSURANCE – requires examples (proof)
Reassure prospects with proof that your brand is the best choice.
Use storytelling to illustrate your proven results.

There are three fundamental content jobs to be
done. These include enlightening prospects about
their problems, helping them understand and
evaluate their options, and reassuring them they're
making the right choice.
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creating sales momentum

Sales Enablement Content Guide

Jobs To Be Done

what will the 
future look like?
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Sales enablement content helped me get better results when I
worked in sales. Now I help technology firms overcome the
same challenges I once faced. Contact me for a Free
Consultation on how to improve your sales results with content.

free consultation
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Sales Enablement Content Guide

 Take Action

This guide explains the basic content
marketing strategies you need to increase
your marketing results.

If you enjoyed this eBook, you're
going to like my next one too.

Download

Book Now

REMINDER: Derek Little specializes in writing eBooks like this one. Need
help creating an eBook? Contact Derek for details 
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I can help you create
the content you need

to increase your
sales

 Or, check out my resources library.

https://live.vcita.com/site/trailblazerwriting
https://trailblazerwriting.com/2-content-marketing-strategy-guide.pdf
https://trailblazerwriting.com/2-content-marketing-strategy-guide.pdf
https://live.vcita.com/site/trailblazerwriting
https://live.vcita.com/site/trailblazerwriting
https://trailblazerwriting.com/category/resources/

